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IGLO 5

High quality at an attractive price
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IGLO 5

A 5-chamber system features very good thermal insulation parameters. Our innovative solution is based on a snow-white A-class profile made exclusively of primary materials to ensure the highest quality. These windows are perfect for both warm and cold climates.

                                    
	The profile is available in two colours: white and brown.
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PVC window colour range
Choose the colour that suits you Over 30 veneer colours to choose from.
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White FX
915205-168

Creamy
1137905-167

Grey
715505-167

Anthracite
701605-167

Nut
2178007-167

Mahogany
2097013-167

Natural Oak
3118076-167

Oregon
2115008-167

Douglas
3152009-167

Golden Oak
2178001-167

Anthracite Smooth
701605-097

Light Grey
725105-167

Black Ulti-Matt
02.20.01.000002-504700-047

Quartz Grey Smooth
703905-097

Chocolate Brown
887505-167

Iron Glimmer Slate
(DB703) 1.0065002-097

Anthracite Ulti-Matt
02.20.71.000001-504700-047

Dark Green
612505-167

Moss green
1600505-167

Dark Oak
2052089-167

Macore
3162002-167

Winchester
49240015-148

Quartz Grey
703905-167

Basalt Grey
701205-167

Basalt Grey Smooth
701205-097

Concrete Grey
702305-167

Sheffield Oak Light
F456-3081

Dark Red
308105-167

Palisander
851805-167

Crown Platinum
9.1293001-195

Slate Grey Smooth
(7015) 02.11.71.000040-097

Turner Oak
F470-3001







Choose colour:
White FX
915205-168






Glass
DRUTEX, with over 25 years of experience in the production of composite glass, offers a very wide range of glass with which you can fit your windows and doors. They meet strict requirements for energy efficiency and sound insulation. The offer also includes laminated glass (safe and burglar-proof), sun protected glass, glass with enhanced sound insulation, tempered, ornamental and sandblasted glass.
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Additional options



Balcony thresholds

                                    
                                        Explore the Drutex balcony door threshold options that enhance thermal insulation and prevent buckling.
                                    
                                
See all

[image: Standard frame threshold (for each system)]Standard frame threshold (for each system)
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Frames

                                    
                                        Galvanised steel frame is the standard. Hoever It is possible to choose the Swisspacer Ultimate warm frame.
                                    
                                
See all
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Muntin bars

                                    
                                        Muntin bars will add classic and timeless style to your windows and doors.
                                    
                                
See all

[image: Glue-on muntin bars]Glue-on muntin bars
                                                
                                                    
                                                        

                                                    Sizes: 27/45/65 mm
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                                                    Sizes: 8/18/26/45 mm
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Reliable fittings

                                    
                                        MACO fittings are the perfect solution in terms of security and functionality of windows and doors made of PVC, aluminium and wood.
                                    
                                
See all

[image: Multistep tilt mechanism]Multistep tilt mechanism
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Renovation frames

                                    
                                        The use of a renovation frame allows windows to be installed without removing the old window frames.
                                    
                                
See all

[image: Iglo 5 50004]Iglo 5 50004
                                                
                                                    
                                                        

                                                    Renovation frame 41 mm
                                                

[image: Iglo 5 50005]Iglo 5 50005
                                                
                                                    
                                                        

                                                    Renovation frame 65 mm
                                                

[image: Iglo 5 50009 (aka American)]Iglo 5 50009 (aka American)
                                                
                                                    
                                                        

                                                    Adaptation frame 35 mm
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Sandblasted glass

                                    
                                        Express your unique style on your windows and doors. We offer the possibility of creating any sandblasting pattern in three shades of gray.
                                    
                                
See all
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Ventilation

                                    
                                        Thanks to our ventilators, your windows and doors will take care of proper ventilation and fresh air flow.
                                    
                                
See all

[image: Aereco AMO]Aereco AMO
                                                
                                                    
                                                        

                                                    6-30 m3/h*
                                                

[image: Ventair Simpress]Ventair Simpress
                                                
                                                    
                                                        

                                                    6.2-22 m3/h*
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                                                    7-28 m3/h*
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                                                    5-29 m3/h*
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                                                    (black or grey seals)
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                                                    5.6 m3/h*
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                                                    6.5 m3/h*
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                                                    30 m3/h*
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Window sill PVC

See all

[image: Sill 150 mm]Sill 150 mm
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Handles
Our PVC, aluminium and wood handles are distinguished by their high aesthetics, functionality and durability. Thanks to various colour options, they can be perfectly matched to the colour of the windows, doors, or the colour scheme of the building.
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                                        Number of chambers	5
	7
	5
	5
	7
	7
	5
	5

	
                                        
                                        Installation depth	70 mm
		70 mm
	70 mm
	82 mm
	82 mm
	70 mm
	70 mm

	
                                        
                                        Number of gaskets	2
	3
	2
	2
	3
	3
	2
	2

	
                                        
                                        Thermal transmittance	Uw = 0,94 W/(m2K)*
*For a window measuring 1,230x1,480 mm – CSI in the Czech Republic Uw = 0.94 W/(m2K) with steel reinforcement and the argon gas-filled glass package Ug = 0.6 W/(m2K), with the Swisspacer plastic spacer bar.
	Uw = 0,79 W/(m2K)*

*For a window measuring 1,230x1,480 mm – CSI in the Czech Republic Uw = 0.79 W/(m2K) with steel reinforcement and the argon gas-filled glass package Ug = 0.5 W/(m2K), with the Swisspacer plastic spacer bar.
	Uw = 0,89 W/(m2K)*

*For a window measuring 1,230x1,480 mm – calculation method = 0.89 W/(m2K) with steel reinforcement and the argon gas-filled glass package Ug = 0.6 W/(m2K), with the Swisspacer plastic spacer bar.
	Uw = 1,0 W/(m2K)*

*For a window measuring 1,230x1,480 mm – ift Rosenheim Uw = 1.0 W/(m2K) with steel reinforcement, for gas argon-filled glazing, coefficient Ug = 0.6 W/(m2K), with the Swisspacer plastic spacer bar.
	Uw = 0,79 W/(m2K)*

*For a window measuring 1,230x1,480 mm – CSI in the Czech Republic Uw = 0.79 W/(m2K) with steel reinforcement and the argon gas-filled glass package Ug = 0.5 W/(m2K), with the Swisspacer plastic spacer bar.
	from Uw = 0,81 W/(m2K)*

*For a window measuring 1,230x1,480 mm – CSI in the Czech Republic Uw = 0.81 W/(m2K) with steel reinforcement and the argon gas-filled glass package Ug = 0.5 W/(m2K), with the Swisspacer plastic spacer bar.
	Uw = 0,89* W/(m2K)*
*For a window measuring 1,230x1,480 mm – calculation method = 0.89 W/(m2K) with steel reinforcement and the argon gas-filled glass package Ug = 0.6 W/(m2K), with the Swisspacer plastic spacer bar.
	Uw = 0,94 W/(m2K)*
*For a window measuring 1,230x1,480 mm – CSI in the Czech Republic Uw = 0.94 W/(m2K) with steel reinforcement and the argon gas-filled glass package Ug = 0.6 W/(m2K), with the Swisspacer plastic spacer bar.

	
                                        
                                        Glass packages	24-40 mm
	24-48 mm
	24-40 mm
	24-40 mm
	24-48 mm
	24-52 mm
	24-40 mm
	24-40 mm

	
                                        
                                        Sound insulation	dB = 36-44
	-
	—
	dB = 34
	dB = 37-46
	dB = 36-42
	—
	dB = 34-42
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